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1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most important problems in neutron thermalization theory is 
the time behavior of neutron pulse in a finite sample of moderating medium. 
In the last few years a great number of papers have been published on this 
subject (see, e.g., [l-4]). However, the present status of the theory is far 
from being satisfactory since most of the authors are forced to make several 
restrictive assumptions concerning either the space-dependence of the neutron 
distribution or the scattering kernel. In particular, most of the results obtained 
so far are valid only for the isotropic scattering. In this paper we try to prove 
some properties of the realistic nonisotropic scattering kernels in various 
types of moderators which have direct consequences in the time-dependent 
thermalization. The analysis will be based upon the Van Hove theory of 
thermal neutron scattering. 
The transport equation describing the behavior of neutrons in a source- 
free, uniform, nonmultiplying medium has the following form: 
an 
- = -- v . grad, n - SC(V) rz(r, v, t) + j at ~av’z1’2Y~(v’ - V) n(r, v’, t) (1.1) ” 
where n(r, v, t) is the time-dependent neutron distribution in a domain 
V @ w, V and w being, respectively, the set of all vectors inside the sample 
and the space of all velocity vectors v or v’. The quantity 2, denotes 1 v 1 . 
The scattering kernel ZS(v’ --+ v) satisfies the detailed balance condition 
v’,?Ys(v’ + v) e-“” = 7Ss(v -+ v’) e-“‘. U-2) 
The units are chosen so that /3 = m/2kT = 1 where m is neutron mass. 
The total cross section is equal to the sum of absorption and scattering 
cross sections: 
Z(v) 55 j d,v’,qv + v’) + ‘z&J). (l-3) 
w 
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The minimum value of the total collision rate vZ(v) is denoted by A*. It 
can be shown that this minimum is attained in all practically important cases 
at v = 0 [l]. In other words: A* = (VZ(v))mtn = (vZ(~))~=a. The parameter 
A* plays an important role in the time-dependent neutron transport. 
Substituting in Eq. (1.1) a new function 
y(r, v, t) = eVu2&z(r, v, t), 
we get the transport equation in the form: 
(1.4) 
where 
A=B+K; 
Bp= -v*grad,a, -vZ(v)q.~; 
Kp, = 
f 
d,vK(v, v’) tp(r, v’). 
w 
The symmetric kernel K(v, v’) is related to Zs(v’ + v) by 
(W 
K(v, v’) ES e(~e-~‘e)W28(v’ + v). (1.7) 
We shall assume that V is a finite, convex body surrounded by vacuum. 
Then the function n(r, v, t) and hence also the function p(r, v, t) are subject 
to the boundary condition that they equal zero for t > 0, r on the boundary 
r of V and v pointing inwards: 
dr, v, 4 = 0; t >o; rEc v-n <o. (1.8) 
The initial condition is that the function q(r, v, t) is specified at t = 0: 
dr, v, 0) = dr, v); r E V. (1.9) 
Equation (1.5) together with boundary and initial conditions (1.8) and 
(1.9) present an abstract Cauchy problem in a complex Hilbert space H of 
functions square summable on V @ w. The norm and scalar products are 
defined in a usual way: 
llf II = (j,d”r j, 4~ If@, 4 lz)1’2; (1.10) 
(5 8 = j,Q j, 4vf(r, v) dry v). 
The domain D(A) of the operator A consists of all functions f E H satis- 
fying the condition (1.8) and such that Af E H. 
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Equation (1.5) has a unique solution provided that A is an infinitesimal 
generator of a strongly continuous semigroup of operators. It has been shown 
by Marti [5] that the differential part of B, that is, - v . grad, has this 
propexty. By using the argument employed by Mika [6] it is easy to show that 
the same will be true for the whole operator B. 
If the operator K is bounded, it follows immediately (see [6]) that the 
whole transport operator is indeed an infinitesimal generator of a strongly 
continuous semigroup of operators and Eq. (1.5) has a unique solution for the 
initial distribution q E H. 
In the next section we will prove that K is bounded for all types of modera- 
tors. 
2. COMPACTNESS AND BOUNDEDNESS OF THE SCATTERING OPERATOR 
Before specifying the symmetrized scattering kernel K(v, v’) for various 
moderators we shall first consider some of its general properties. 
It is well known that the necessary and sufficient condition that a given 
operator Q on H is bounded is that the bilinear form (Qj, g) is bounded for 
f, g E H. The norm of the bilinear form is the norm of the operator. 
Since K is an integral operator with symmetric nonnegative kernel and the 
body was assumed to be finite, the bilinear form (Kf, g) is bounded if the 
following condition is satisfied: 
s d,v’K(v, v’) < M < co, P-1) w 
where 1M is a positive constant. 
The scattering kernel in isotropic media (we have to exclude materials 
such as monocrystals) depends only on v, v’ and SL l a’ where SL and G?’ 
stand for the unit vectors in directions of v and v’, respectively. Therefore 
we have 
s d3v’Ko(v, v’), (2.2) 
w 
d,v’K(v, v’) = j 
w 
where 
K,,(z), v’) = & I dCaK(v, v’) = & i &2’K(v, v’) (2.3) 
is the isotropic scattering kernel. 
From Eq. (2.2) it follows that both operators K and K, , defined by 
K,,v =s W&(v, ’) dr, v’), (2.4) 
w 
are simultaneously bounded or unbounded. 
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The simplest model for neutron scattering is a free gas model. It gives 
rather poor results in low energy region but in the high energy region it 
describes the scattering almost exactly for any moderator. Therefore any 
scattering model in real moderator has practically the same behavior as the 
free gas model in the high energy limit since the chemical binding is negli- 
gible there. It has been shown by Montagnini and Demuru [7] that the scat- 
tering operator for the free gas Kg is bounded on H. They have also shown 
that the third iterate of scattering kernel for the free gas is square summable 
over the whole velocity region. From this it follows that for the free gas the 
scattering operator Kg is compact in the Hilbert space H(w) of square sum- 
mable complex functions of the variable v. The above facts were anticipated 
also by other authors in kinetic theory. 
When considering solids of isotropic properties (polycrystals) we have to 
distinguish between the coherent and incoherent scattering. The coherent 
processes contribute both to the elastic and inelastic scattering. 
From the isotropy of the crystal it follows that it scatteres neutrons like a 
crystal of cubic symmetry for which quantities such as the phonon distribu- 
tion or Debye-Waller factor are preserved exactly. 
With the above assumption we can write for the elastic coherent scattering 
in a polycrystalline moderator. 
j d3v’KSeC(v, v’) = Cl j d8’ c e-2W(k) 6(k - 2x7), (2.5) 
w T 
where k = v - v’, 7 is the vector of the reciprocal lattice, C, is a positive 
constant and the Debye-Waller factor is equal to 
W(k) = C, * K2. (2.6) 
The constant C, depends on the phonon distribution. 
Calculating the integral in RHS of Eq. (2.5) we get 
s d3v’KSeC(v, v’) = $1 7 e r/TFT -2W(2T) , w 7 (2.7) 
where the summation goes over all possible lengths of vector 7 ranging from 
T = rmin > 0 to r = V/V and 77 denotes the number of vectors 7 with a 
given magnitude 7. The function F, allows for the estimation 
where pj is the position vector of the jth atom in the unit cell and r is the 
total number of atoms in the unit cell. It will be noted that F, does not depend 
upon the direction of 2. 
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Summarizing the above considerations we see that the integral in Eq. (2.7) 
can be estimated as follows: 
s d3V’K.yV, v’) = o I 
< C4!v 0 < Vmin d V 
w V < Vmin 
where C, is a positive constant and vmin is related to Tmin . 
Similarly for the incoherent elastic scattering we may write 
s w 
f+‘Kyv, v’) = + (1 - &q, 
(2.9) 
where C, and C, are positive constants. Equation (2.10) is given, for instance, 
in the book of Gurevich and Tarasov [8]. 
From Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) we see that the operator representing the sum 
of coherent and incoherent elastic scattering in solids is bounded both in 
H(w) and H. However, it is not compact in H(w). 
We shall now consider the inelastic scattering in solids and the scattering 
in liquids and show that in both cases the scattering operator are compact 
in H(w). 
We first notice that in either case the kernel could have singularities only 
for zero energy transfer limit. For solids the inelastic scattering kernel 
Ksi (v, v’) is finite for z, = v’ except possibly when both v and v’ tend to zero 
or infinity. For liquids the scattering kernel K"(v, v’) has a singularity at 
v = v’ when the purely diffusive model is used. 
In the sequel the superscript i will be used for si or 1. 
Let us divide the product space w @ w into the following sets: 
w1 = {(v, v’) E w @ w; 0 < v < ZJO ) 0 < 21’ < vo} 
co2 GE ((v, v’) E w @ w; v. < v < 01 ) v#J < 0’ < “1 ) I v - v’ 1 > h} 
co3 I ((v, v’) E w @ w; Do < v < 02 ) vug < 0’ < v))2 , j v - v’ 1 < h} 
co4 = {(v, v’) E w @ w; 01 < v, v, < v’, 1 v - 21’ I > h} 
4 
w5 = w @ w - (J wi . (2.11) 
i=l 
The value of v,, is chosen sufficiently small so that the asymptotic expres- 
sions for Ki(v, v’) can be used. The values of vr and h are such that in w4 
any scattering model is approximated to any given accuracy by the free gas 
model, The value of vs is any number greater than vr . 
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Let us introduce the characteristic function of sets wk by 
ek(V, v’) = 
I 
1; (v, v’) E wk 
0; otherwise 
(2.12) 
and the operators P(wk) by 
k?(w,)f = j d&Ki(v, v’; Wk)f(v’) = j- d~v’k’~(v, v’) &(v, v’)f(v’). 
w w 
(2.13) 
Obviously 
Ki = & Ki(wk). 
From the compactness of the scattering operator for the free gas model it 
follows that Ki(w4) is compact on H(w). The kernel Ki(v, v’) is bounded in 
ws . Since the set wa is bounded itself it follows that K*(w,) is compact on 
H(w)* 
We will show now that the norm of Ki(w,) on H(w) tends to zero with 
W()-+O. 
From Eq. (2.2) it is seen that it is enough to consider isotropic kernels 
Kc(o, ZI’) and Koz(w, e)‘). The kernel K,,l(n, 0’) can be represented as a sum 
of two terms: Kt(a, v’)-describing truly inelastic scattering and Kz (o, ~1’) 
-describing quasielastic scattering. For small w and o’ the leading terms have 
the following forms: 
K;(z), ZJ ) g u,(vz + d”); 
Kf(v, v’) g a,&2 + d2); 
KE(o, w’) E &, log 
(w + w’)4 + Tf(w2 - wry. 
(w - w’)4 + +(a2 - w’2)2 ’ 
(2.14) 
where a, , ali and a,, are positive constants and 7 is a constant dependent 
on the diffusion coefficient in liquids. The asymptotic behavior of Kc(w, w’) 
in Eq. (2.12) is obtained essentially from the incoherent Gaussian approxima- 
tion. The coherent inelastic scattering can be taken into account in Vineyard’s 
convolution approximation [9] by introducing a structure factor. This does 
not change, however, the velocity dependence of Kt(w, w’) in the low energy 
limit. 
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We shall now prove that the norms of K,““(w,) and K,,z(w,) tend to zero 
with v,, --f 0. To do so we consider the integrals 
j 
w 
@‘Kf(v, v ; wl) = 47r j’” v” dv’K:(v, v’; ~1) 
0 
s 
4 
cz a, v’~ dv’(v’2 + v”) - 0; 
0 U,-+O 
(2.15) 
I % d3v’Kze(v, v’; WJ = 457 v’~ dv’Kt(v, a’; ml) w 0 
v’ dv’ log tv + v’)4 +72(v2 - v’2)2 (v - v’)4 +7)2(“2 - vy
x log (1 + 6)” + 72(1 - 5”)” - 0, 
(1 - f)” + 72(1 - Es)2 vo+s 
(2.16) 
where the integral over 6 is a finite Mellin transformation of the asymptotic 
from of the kernel KF(v, v’) given by Eq. (2.14) [l]. For Kz(v, v’) the similar 
result is obtained. 
From Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) it is seen that the operator Ki(w,) tends to zero 
with v,, -+ 0 in the norm. 
For the set ws the kernels Kti(v, v’; ws) and Kzi(v, v’; ws) are bounded and 
in view of the boundedness of the set ws represent compact operators on 
H(w). The kernel Kze(v, v’; ws) is bounded in wa excapt for v = v’ where its 
isotropic form has a logarithmic singularity, the same as that given by the 
third of Eqs. (2.14). 
Define the set 
w; = {(v, v’) E ws; 1 v - v’ 1 < h’ < h}. (2.17) 
Using the same procedure as that applied for wr we can prove that the norm 
of the operator Kze(wj) tends to zero when h’ -+ 0. The same is obviously 
satisfied by Kzf(wj) and Ksi(w!J so that we have 
Ki(w,) = K’(w~ - w;) + K”(w;), (2.18) 
where Ki(w3 - wj) is compact on H(o) and the norm of Ki(wi) tends to 
zero with h’ + 0. 
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Finally consider the set wg. Take the integral 
P(v) = j w d,v’Ki(v, v’; w5) = iv+]{ v’2 dv’K()i(v, 2)‘)a-h 
c 
=-I 
olh -m(v+te) 
v’ dv’ 
V v-h ! mlv-0’1 
q dqs” (q, ‘;“( v2 - vf2,) . (2.19) 
where s(q, (42) (v2 - v’~)) is a symmetrized scattering law [l] and C is a 
positive constant. 
From Eq. (2.19) we have 
(2.20) 
Since 
s(q, c) = jrn dtecictf(q, t), 
-m 
(2.21) 
then performing in Eq. (2.20) the integration over E and noticing that the 
interval [(2v - h) h, - (2v + h) h] for sufficiently large values of v always 
contains zero, we get 
It can shown [l] that the integral in Eq. (2.22) is finite, so that 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
which shows that the norm of Ki(wB) tends to zero if vs + co. 
Now we see that A? is a finite sum of compact operators K”(wa), Ki(w4) 
and P(w, - ~3 and the operators Ki(wl), Ki(w;) and P(wJ whose norms 
tend to zero when the parameters v0 + 0, h’ + 0 and va + co, respectively. 
By the known theorem [ 131 we conclude that Ki is compact operator on H(w) 
itself. Hence it is obviously bounded on H. 
This completes the proof that for all types of moderators the scattering 
operator is bounded in H and the transport operator is an infinitesimal 
generator of a strongly continuous semigroup. 
3. SPECTRUMOFTHETRANSPORTOPERATORINTHE REGION Reh < -A* 
In the previous section we have shown that the time-dependent transport 
equation, Eq. (1.5), has a unique solution subject to the boundary and initial 
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conditions given by Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9). This solution may be written as a 
strong limit of Riemann sums: 
where p is a real number chosen so that R(h, A)-the resolvent operator of A 
exists for all h such that Re h > p. 
From Eq. (3.1) it is seen that the explicit form of F(r, v, t) will depend 
upon the singularities of the integrand and hence upon the spectrum aA 
of the operator A. We shall reveal those features of the spectrum of A which 
follow from the general properties of the scattering operator proved in the 
previous section. 
First we notice that the residual spectrum RaA of A, that is a set of h, 
for which R(h, A) exists and is bounded but its domain is not dense in H, 
is empty. We use the fact that if a given h E RuA then 1 E PaA*, PuA* being 
the point spectrum of A* which is an operator adjoint to A. But A is a real 
operator in the sense that it gives, when operating on a real function, again 
a real function. Therefore if X E PuA then also 1 E PuA. It is easy to see that 
the adjoint operator A* can be defined with a dense domain D(A*) on H 
and for each eigenfunction vh(r, v) of A there exists an eigenfunction 
vA(r, --v) of A* which corresponds to the same eigenvalue h. From the 
above it follows that a given h E RuA should simultaneously belong to the 
point spectrum of A which is a contradiction and proves that RuA is an 
empty set. 
It has been shown by several authors that the transport operator has a 
spectrum for all values of h such that Re h < - h* when the isotropy of the 
scattering kernel is assumed [2-41. We shall now prove this result to be valid 
for anisotropic scattering in all types of moderators. 
The necessary and sufficient condition that a given value of h belongs to 
the spectrum of A is the existence of a set of functions qs E D(A) satisfying 
two following requirements: 
II 4s II > c > 0 (3.1) 
and 
I,% II W - 4 4s II = 0. (3.2) 
We employ the following set of functions defined for Reh < -h*, 
slightly modified in comparison with those introduced by Albertoni and 
Montagnini [2] and Bednarz [3]: 
4&, v; 4 = 4&, r. , v, Q; 4 
= b, & (s2 - 4 exp(- (A + A*>) (5) 0(62,6)(~), (3.3) 
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where 
(3.4) 
In defining the functions qs we have used the variables: v, S2, rs and s. 
Variables v and SL have the previous meaning, r,, is a vector in a plane per- 
pendicular to the direction of SL and placed outside the body, and s is a 
distance along Sz. Vector r,, covers the region Vo which is a projection of I’ 
in the direction 5L, and s runs from sr(rs , SZ) to s,(rs , Sz). We choose I’o so 
that sr(r, , Q) > 0 and s,(r, , n) > 0. 
With the above variables the scalar product in H is written as: 
(f, g) z 1, d3v jvQ dar,, j~~“‘~~ d&r0 - sn, V) g(rs - sp, v)* 
1 0, 
(3.5) 
The positive constant 6, in Eq. (3.3) is chosen so that for each S the norm 
of q8 is equal to unity; 11 qs /I = 1. Th is is possible since it has been shown [2] 
that II 98 II/b > 0. 
It has been proved in Ref. 2 that ]I (M - B) q6 11 ---f 0 as S -+ 0.’ The proof 
will be complete if we can show that lim,,, /I Kg8 II = 0. 
Let us define an operator K, so that it gives the same result as K when 
operating upon the function qs . We can choose K, in the following way: 
K, f = jm d3v’K(v, v’) @,,,,,,(v’)f (v’), 
0 
We have obviously 
II I% II = II K&a II < II Ka II - II 48 II = II Ka II - (3.7) 
To estimate the norm of K, we will consider a bilinear form (KS f, g) for 
f, geH: 
I V&f, q) I < 1, d,r 1 d3v 1 dp’K(v, v’) @f62,8j(v’) If (r, v’) I . I g(r, v) i 0 w 
<g 1, d3r j 
w 
d,v I g(r, v) I2 j dS2 j”,,v’2 dv’K(v, v’) 
+ ii j, d,r j d2v’ If (r, v’) I2 @cBa,&f) . 1 dpK(v, v’). (3.8) w w 
1 In proving this one has to assume that on the open interval of a positive measure 
(0, w*) we have v~(w) -A* 6 cw with c > 0. This assumption is also satisfied in 
case of solids if o* is chosen below discontinuities induced by elastic scattering. 
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From the results obtained in the previous section, it follows that for all 
scattering models excluding elastic scattering in solids the kernel Ks(o, V) 
for v E (0, co) and o’ -+ 0 behaves like w’~~~(w) here 4(v) is bounded in the 
open interval (0, co) and 01 > - 1. If v and V’ tend to zero simultaneously 
then we use the reasoning applied in obtaining Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16). For the 
elastic scattering the integral so d3v’Kse(v, v’) is given by Eq. (2.9) or (2. IO). 
From the above facts it follows that: 
j dQ ,: or2 dv’K(v, v’) = 47~ j” v’~ dv’K,(v, v’) z 0. 
82 
(3.9) 
In a similar way from the fact that f E H we deduce that 
J‘, d3r j dS2’ j:, v’~ dv’ 1 f (r, o’, !2’) (2 j,” 02 dvKo(v, v’) s 0. 3.10 
From Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) it follows that the norm of the operator K6 
vanishes when 6 -+ 0 and from Eq. (3.7) we see that also 
$2 II Kqs II = 0. (3.11) 
Thus we see that the half-plane Re h < - A* belongs to the spectrum of A. 
Here we have used the fact that the spectrum is a closed set. 
4. SPECTRUMOFTHETRANSPORT OPERATORINTHE REGION ReX > -A* 
In order to investigate the spectrum of A in the region Re h > - A* we 
will first show that this region is contained in the resolvent set of the opera- 
tor B. In other words, for Re h > - A* the resolver-n operator R(h, B) exists 
and is bounded and its domain is dense in H. 
The operator R(h, B) can be written explicitly as the inverse of Al - B 
in the form 
R(A, B) f zs $ j:2’To*G’ ds’ exp - (A + ~Z(V)) G) f (r,, - s’!& v) ( (4.1) 
In defining Ii@, B) in Eq. (4.1) we have used the variables: V, S2, rO, s 
introduced in the previous section. 
We denote the kernel of the operator R(h, B) by M(s, s’) so that 
M(s, s’) = $ exp (- (A + &C(w)) +) &,,,(s’), 
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where 
We will consider two integrals 
(4.3) 
and 
=$$I 1 -exp(-AI(V <& (4.4) 
=&[I -exp(-d(V)+)] <&, (4.5) 
where .4(o) = Re h + vZ(x). From Eq. (4.4) and (4.5) it follows that 
(4.6) 
This proves the assumption that the region Re X > - A* belongs to the 
resolvent set of B. 
Using the result given by Eq. (4.6) we can find the estimate of the norm 
of the operator 
FA = I?@, B) K”, (4.7) 
where IS? denotes the elastic scattering operator. The operator 
R(h, B) K”f = -, f2 ds’ exp (- (A + vZ(v)) @) 
s 
has the kernel 
x s d3v’Ke(v, v’)f(q, - ~‘8, v’) (4.8) w 
L(S, v; s’, v’) = + exp (- (A + vZ(o)) G) Ke(v, v’) @(.&s’), 
Take the integral 
(4.9) 
L s $2 d3v’ 1 81 ds’ I W, vi s’, v’) I < n(v> s d3v’Ke(v, v’) w 
4Y4 < 1 
=Ti@- * 
(4.10) 
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Here ,Zse(v) denotes the total elastic scattering cross section and the above 
result follows from Eqs. (1.3) and (1.7). In a similar way we have 
s s 4V w ” ds / L(s, v; s’, v’) 1 < s < I. *1 (4.11) 
From Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11) we get the estimate for the norm of the operator 
FA = R(X, B) Ke for Re X > - X*: 
IIFA II < 1. (4.12) 
We shall now consider the inverse of the operator M - A to obtain the 
information about the spectrum of A. 
For Re h > - h* we can write 
R(h,B)(XI-A)CI-R(X,B)K (4.13) 
since the operator on the right is defined everywhere, and that on the left 
only for D(A). 
Assume that for some h the inverse of I - R(X, B) K exists and define the 
operator 
W, A) = W, S,) W, B), (4.14) 
where 
s, = R(h, II) K. 
Following closely Vidav [lo] we can show that R(X, A) (XI - A) C I and 
(/v - A) R(X, A) = I which shows that R(h, A) defined by Eq. (4.14) is 
indeed a resolvent operator for A. From Eq. (4.14) it is seen that its behavior 
in the half-plane Re X > - X* is the same as that of R(l, S,), provided S,, 
is compact.2 
If S,, is a compact operator, then using the theorem of Shmulian [ll] we 
can prove that R(1, S,,) exists as a bounded, everywhere defined operator 
for all X such that Re X > - X* except for a certain set of isolated points X, 
where it has poles. As the resolvent of A has the same properties as R( 1, S,) 
we can immediately draw the conclusions that for the operator A the entire 
half-plane Re X > - h* is contained in the resolvent set except for a certain 
set of isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. 
It can be further shown using the results of Krein and Rutman [12] on 
positive operators that if the set of XI, is not empty then there exists a real 
eigenvalue X, greater or equal to the real parts of all other eigenvalues. The 
eigenfunction corresponding to ha is unique and it is nonnegative. 
2 Our approach differs from that of Vidav since we. shall prove that not only S’h2 
but also 27~ is compact operator when the scattering operator is compact in H(w). 
Therefore we use in the analysis S’, rather then SA* . 
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The remaining part of the paper will be devoted to the problem of com- 
pactness of S, . This property was already implicitly shown to be valid in 
the case of isotropic scattering in a free gas and solids excluding elastic 
scattering [2, 31. We will extend this result to anisotropic inelastic scattering. 
Elastic scattering in solids may be included provided some additional assump- 
tion is made. With the elastic scattering absent the operator S, will be 
denoted SAi. 
First we shall prove that KiR(X, B) Ki, where Ki stands for inelastic 
scattering, is compact. 
We notice that Ki is compact in H(w). Write H(w) = H(v) x H(Q). We 
choose an orthonormal basis in H(w) : ~~(21) Y,JSZ) where &v) is an ortho- 
normal basis in a subspace H(v) with the weight function ~9 and Ym(Q) a 
similar basis in H(Q). It is convenient to choose as Y,(Q) the spherical 
harmonics. 
Define the projection operators P, on the above chosen orthonormal 
basis in H(w): 
Pnf = i (f, %Ym)H(w) %W Ym(Q)* 
k.m=O 
(4.15) 
It is seen that the following properties are satisfied by P,: 
P,-Pp,*; P,” = P,; llP?z II < 1; 
II (1 - Pn) II < 1; 
strong 
Pm-I. 
n+cc (4.16) 
Consider the operators Kni E PnKiPn . They are obviously compact in 
H(w). It can be further proved [14] that Kni tend to Ki in the norm, that is, 
ii 11 Kg - Kni llHcw) = 0. (4.17) 
This follows from the fact that Ki is compact in H(w). 
As Ki and K,i do not explicitly depend on r, we have also: 
iz I/ Ki - Kni Ij = 0. (4.18) 
From the above equation we see that if K,iR(A, B) Kni is compact so is 
KiR(h, B) Ki since R(h, B) is a bounded operator. 
The operator Kni can be written explicitly as 
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where the matrix elements of Ki are defined as: 
From. the properties of the projection operators it is seen that 
K,,iR(A, B) Kmi = KniPnR(A, B) K,,<. (4.21) 
We shall prove that P,R(A, B) K,,i is compact on H. 
Using Eqs. (4.1) and (4.19) we have 
X 
I 
m vf2 dv’&@j y,so 
0 
1 
I 
.s,(r.n’) 
.- 
v’ 0 
dd exp (- CA + u’z(a’)) $) vk,@‘) Ymz(n’> 
I s 
co 
XdLY da dv” . qkz(D”) Y,zof (r - sP’, v”a”) 
0 
s 
m 
X ‘da d~‘q’&‘) vk,(w’> . @?““(f, P)kaYm,hw) > (4.22) 
0 
where 
s 
e*p 
pf s dsr’ 
- (A + 2qf.J) ’ r -e, r’ ‘) 
r - r’- 
V w 1 r - r’ I2 Ir-r’l 1 
-f(r', 4. (4.23) 
The operators defined by Eqs. (4.23) can be considered as generalized 
Peierls operators. 
The operator Qy can be shown to be compact in H(V) for almost all v. TO 
do so define 
Qy( V -- V,) f z Iv-, dsr’ 
exp - (A + zZ(w)) ’ r i ” ‘) 
( 
c v 1 r - r’ I2 
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where I’, denotes the sphere 1 r - r’ / < E. Since the kernel of Qi”( J’ - JTc) 
is bounded in a bounded region Qy(J’ - VE) is compact. We use the fact 
that the spherical harmonics are bounded. 
It remains now to show that the norm of Qkj( J’,) defined in a similar way as 
Qy(V - V,) tends to zero if E+ 0. We have the estimate 
= s dQ’ I YdW Y,(Q’) I A(w) ‘(1 - exp(.Ll(v)+)) 
=&(I -exp(-fl(,)t)). (4.25) 
where 
aij = j- dQ’ 1 Y,(Q’) Y,(62’) / . 
The last expression tends to zero as E + 0 for almost all v. In fact, it 
remains finite only for v = 0, and equals there &/(Re h + h*). Finally we 
conclude that Qf, as a limit in the norm of compact operators, is compact for 
all v except for v = 0. 
Consider a sequence q8 weakly convergent to zero in H. Then 
(qs , vle,Ynz)H(w) is a sequence weakly convergent to zero in H( Jf). But 
Qpm3 IS compact in H(V) for almost all v and 
II L?T%.s 9 %zy?nzhw) IIHCV, s’oo- 0 
for almost all v. From Eqs. (4.22) and (4.26) it follows immediately that 
II P&t B) Kniqs II z 0, (4.27) 
which proves that P,R(X, B) Kni is compact on H. As the operator Kai is 
bounded it follows then that KniR(A, B) Kni, and by the previous argument 
also KiR(A, B) Ki, are compact on H. 
Following Vladimirov [14] we can now show that the compactness of 
KiR(A, B) Ki implies the same property of S,$ = R(X, B) Ki. We shall use 
the following property of the operator B (see, e.g. [6]) 
IW-BB)v,dI 2(Re~+~*)lIg,II (4.28) 
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for v E D(B). Consider a bounded sequence (4) in H. From the compactness 
of PR(h, B) Ki it follows that there exists a subsequence (4%) such that 
I VW4 B) Wqm - 4, qm. - qnn) I 
= I VW, B) K”(qm - qn), Wqm - qn)) I c 0. (4.29) 
Substituting y = R(h, B) K”(q, - q,J in Eq. (4.28) we get from Eq. (4.29) 
II R(4 B) Wm - qn) II 
G Re A1+ h* I VW B) KYqm - qn>, KYqm - 4) I - 0, m,nxc (4.30) 
which proves that S,i = R(A, B) Ki is compact on H. 
We see therefore that the properties of the spectrum of the transport opera- 
tor described above are valid for free gas and liquid moderators. This corrab- 
orates the results obtained for isotropic scattering approximation in liquids 
by Ukai [15]. 
In the case of crystals we shall use the approach developed by the authors 
in Ref. 4. With the elastic scattering included we can write 
S, = R(h, B) (Ki + Ke) = SAi + F,, . (4.31) 
But the norm of F,, is less than unity for Re h > - A* (Eq. (4.12)). Therefore 
we have 
and 
I-S, =(I-FJ(I-R(l,FA)SAi) (4.32) 
R(1, 8,) = R(L R(l,FJ s,? R(l,FJ (4.33) 
since the inverse of I -F,, exists for Re X > - A*. 
Now the operator R(1, FJ S,,i is compact and all the previously proved 
results concerning the spectrum of A for Re X > - A* are also valid in case 
of crystals. 
With the above statement we see that now our information about the spec- 
trum of the transport operator describing the behavior of thermal neutron 
in all practically important moderators can be considered as complete. 
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